FAINT THOUGHTS ON A DISTANT
PROSPECT OF A DICTATOR
As he was to be my first Dictator, I felt a mild, but pleasant,
thrill, All my more enterprising contemporaries scored
their Dictator long ago. You remember it, of course—their
visit to the great Palazzo, the busy ante-rooms alive with
secretaries, and then the summons to the presence; the
big, empty room with a writing-desk about a hundred yards
away, the singularly perfect rose that was its only decoration,
and impending over it that pair of brooding eyes; the swift
movement at the visitor's approach, the baby panther he
was playing with stuffed hurriedly into a drawer, and those
eyes advancing down the room like a pair of headlights, to
be dimmed by the courtesy of the road on approaching the
oncoming traffic into a flash of amiability ; the iron grasp
and then the conversation, always the same conversation,
about the inability of anyone to govern anything unless
somebody governs them; six minutes of this inspiring
gospel, followed by enquiries after Hitler and Sir Oswald
Mosley; then the dismissal with an electric stare, a signed
photograph, and a sudden gift of the rose (to ladies) and
the panther cub (to gentlemen). It is a standardised affair;
but visitors who endure it have scored their Dictator.
More negligent of my opportunities, I had omitted it
completely, unless an interview with Mr. de Valera counted.
I had not even seen General Primo de Rivera the last time
that I was in Madrid, So my score until that morning
was a perfect blank. That was why there was a thrill
about the approaching interview.
It was always mildly thrilling to penetrate the guarded
precincts of Government House; and as one penetrated
further, they grew still more guarded. One felt with a
delicious frisson, as we walked down the final corridor under
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